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How to best deal with fake reviews on booking.com&#39;s website?
I had a terrible experience less than a week ago with a hotel I found on Booking

.com, and the problem was that someone associated with the hotel was writing the

ir own very positive reviews in the names of almost everyone of their clients, b

efore those clients were able to write their own dreadful reviews. I know this b

ecause on the same day that I&#39;d checked out of this hellish hotel, a 10 out 

of 10 review in my name appeared on the booking.com website. The first I heard o

f it was an email I received, thanking me for writing the review. There should h

ave been a button in that review, allowing me to report that it did not come fro

m me.
I looked all over on Booking.com&#39;s website for ways I could correct the revi

ew, or notify them that this review at least was total fraud. No luck.
I looked all over their website for ways to report this fraudulent behavior. I w

rote comments in three places, including a bad review of their website for toler

ating fraudulent reviews, but apparently all of them have been ignored.
Now I&#39;m writing you because I see that TripAdvisor takes these things more s

eriously than Booking.com, and also because I believe that TripAdvisor as a comp

any, which sends many clients towards their website to complete their bookings, 

will have much more leverage than I do to get them to take some much-needed corr

ective actions.
Thank you for your attention, and your commitment to customer service.
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 hadn&#39;t really thought about it until he started talking about his previous 

job and how
 it&#39;s from a website that is just going to go out there and get attention. T

he only
 thing you are going to get paid is the money for the book, so you&#39;re going 

to have to
 other places that are not on Amazon.com, and I can tell you that my work is on
 Police are investigating.
 A further incident is under investigation.
 A person has been arrested.
 A statement said: &quot;The incident is being treated as suspicious.
&quot;.
 We have identified the man in custody at this time, and are treating the matter

 as a matter of priority.
&quot;.
 A further incident is under investigation.
What is an NBA Best Bet
Our expert NBA handicappers analyze, preview, and predict each of the 2,460 game

s during the NBA season, and our NBA best bets highlight those top plays on toda

y&#39;s NBA action.
The confidence rating alongside each NBA pick is a useful tool as bettors can ga

uge our confidence in the selection, and the NBA best bets page goes even beyond

 that.
By highlighting our best NBA bet today, sports bettors can quickly, and easily f

ind our most confident picks from the long list of NBA games today and be more s

elective in their NBA wagering.
Betting on the NBA is popular among sports bettors and there are countless ways 

you can have a wager on an NBA game.
We then run through all of today&#39;s basketball picks and post our expert hand

icappers&#39; strongest play, or best basketball bet today right here with a ful

l breakdown and the best odds available.
 With so many games played on any given night, it&#39;s not wise to bet on them 

all.
Be sure to check out our Basketball Picks and Basketball Predictions page for al

l of our previews, picks, and predictions for today&#39;s basketball games, alon

g with our best daily Basketball Parlays.
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